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Abstract—This paper introduces an embedded solution for the detection of hardware trojans (HTs) and counterfeits. The proposed method, which considers that HTs are necessarily inserted on production lots and not on a single device, is based on the fingerprinting of the static distribution of the supply voltage (Vdd) over the whole surface of an integrated circuit. The measurement of this fingerprint is done through an array of sensors sensitive to the local Vdd value and fingerprint extraction is based on a novel variation model of CMOS logic performance. This model takes into account not only process variations but also the impact of the design (layout, supply routing, and so on). In addition to the fingerprinting process, this paper introduces an adaptive distinguisher to deal with the difficult problem of fixing the p-value on large sets of statistical tests. The efficiency of the whole detection methodology is experimentally demonstrated on a set of 24 FPGA boards.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic measurements, field programmable gate arrays, hardware Trojan (HT), process variation, rings oscillators, side-channel analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the globalization of their manufacturing process, integrated circuits (ICs) have become increasingly vulnerable to malicious alterations. An adversary can modify an IC from the specification step up to the packaging stage. This threat raises concerns as ICs are used in a wide variety of critical applications. This kind of malicious alteration, called a hardware trojan (HT) insertion, can have different effects, which can be parametric (which, for example, reduces the IC’s performances) or functional (which can leak sensitive data or cause a denial of service) [1].

An HT is composed of two parts: 1) a trigger and 2) a payload. The trigger is the mechanism that scans a few signals within the IC until a specific condition is met. When this condition is met, the payload is activated. The trigger can either be generated externally (e.g., external signals or a physical condition) or internally (a special internal state, data, etc.). Moreover, the trigger can either be combinational (result of a logical operation) or sequential (related to a succession of states). The payload is the “malicious” effect of the HT. The payload can be explicit when signals are directly added, removed, or deactivated. The payload can also be implicit when the effect cannot be directly observed like, for example, leaking sensitive information through side channels like the power consumption. The detection of an HT before its activation is a difficult task and it still remains a challenging problem even after its activation when the payload is implicit.

A. Threats to IC Integrity

Fig. 1 summarizes the different steps, from design to exploitation, for manufacturing an IC and the associated threats on IC integrity.

The first vulnerabilities are at the design stage. A corrupted piece of hardware can be introduced into the product (Threat 1) or a rogue designer can introduce an HT into the HDL description (Threat 2). It is difficult to protect against such threats, but some solutions based on ad hoc design and verification methods have been proposed [2], [3].

The second vulnerable stage is the manufacturing (Threat 3). For example, filler cells can be substituted by logic gates inducing a denial of service or more complex functionalities, or a fuse can be disabled, and so on. A last threat is that of counterfeit. A taxonomy on counterfeits is given in [4]. It consists in selling second hand products, lower quality devices, or functional copies directlyonto the market causing potential financial losses (Threat 4) for both the device manufacturer and the end user. Some can even be almost perfect copies that are extremely difficult to detect.

B. Background

The probability of triggering and thus detecting an HT during functional tests is low. As a result, testing is
an expensive approach to that end with no final guarantee about the integrity of the devices under test. The sole technique offering a high confidence level is reverse engineering. However, inspecting the circuit through reverse engineering is an expensive process in terms of cost and time and can be destructive. This solution can therefore be applied to only a few devices, even though some latest imaging-based methods could offer simpler and faster promising alternatives [5].

Several nondestructive methods for HT detection have been proposed recently. The first proposed approaches analyze, using statistical means, the overall power consumption of an IC to detect HTs. In [6], a detection technique based on the Karhunen–Loève theorem is proposed in order to detect the power consumption of the HT within process variations. However, this paper reports only validations obtained by simulations, omitting things like the measurement noise. In order to enhance the detection capabilities, other techniques have been proposed in [7] to locally analyze the propagation delays of logical paths with embedded monitors. However, once again, only simulation results are provided.

Later, [8] proposed to integrate a hardware system to monitor the critical wires of an IC. However, little information is given about the efficiency of this technique. In parallel, a test solution was proposed in [9]. It aims at easing the triggering of an HT or at least increasing its electrical activity.

In [10], an attempt to suppress process variations has been proposed based on the strong correlation among the maximum operating frequency of ICs, \( F_{\text{max}} \), and their dynamic power consumption. This approach, however, faces the difficult problem of measuring \( F_{\text{max}} \) [11].

Then in 2011, the use of ring oscillators (ROs) has been proposed to detect HTs. Lamche et al. [12] conducted an analysis of RO sensitivity to the presence of an HT and concluded that it was difficult to detect really small HTs. At the same time, Zhang and Tehranipoor [13] proposed the use of an array of RO, used in conjunction with a principal component analysis [14], to distinguish infected ICs from genuine ones. This proposal has been validated on FPGAs using a digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO) to measure the oscillation frequency of the ROs. This idea has then been applied to design an ASIC [15], but the results formerly obtained with FPGAs have only been partly validated. This could be explained by the fact that an embedded 8-bit counter was used to measure the oscillation frequency of the RO, which significantly lowered the measurement accuracy.

Later, Cao et al. [16] proposed to cluster, during the design step, the power grid in several voltage islands embedding each a dedicated sensor to enhance the detection capability. However, no experimental result is given. Soll et al. [17] described a method based on the use of near-field electromagnetic (EM) cartography. They concluded that it seems difficult to detect all HTs. However, Balasch et al. [18] proposed a more efficient technique to interpret the EM traces. As a result, they concluded that it is possible to detect really small HTs but with special care to control the temperature during measurements. Finally, Thuy et al. [19] analyzed EM emanations from FPGAs and succeeded in differentiating a genuine population from an infected one.

**C. Contributions**

Based on the above considerations, on-chip monitoring solutions seem relevant in terms of efficiency since the resulting detections rates are higher than for off-chip methods. Furthermore, these solutions seem industrially viable since the cost of the equipment, dedicated to data acquisition, is reduced as the tests can be done in parallel. For those reasons, this paper introduces an on-chip detection method.

In addition, we consider that the infection of a single device is not realistic because of the current lifetime of ICs. That is why the HT detection methodology proposed in this paper does not aim at establishing if an IC is infected but aims at checking the integrity of a whole production lot. Moreover, it should be noted that the proposed approach also allows determining if an IC is a rough counterfeit or if it is new or old, i.e., if it is potentially a reused IC.

The principle behind this methodology is to detect, thanks to an embedded sensor network, an eventual alteration of the inner structure (the presence of an HT), a modification of its floorplan (rough counterfeit), or a degradation induced by the aging effect (reused IC). These alterations modify the IC power distribution and in particular the static voltage drops [20] in the glue logic and hence that in the sensor array.

The proposed method also exploits a novel variation model of the performance of CMOS structures in real designs (not in test chips dedicated to the fine measurement of the intradie and interdie variations), a model that is introduced and validated in this paper.

Finally, this paper aims at introducing an adaptive distinguisher with a heavily reduced false positive rate and a high detection capability. This distinguisher is dedicated to the detection of stealthy HTs, i.e., HTs having a reduced spatial impact (small power consumption and/or small size) or a reduced impact in time (their trigger consumes power only a short time) or both. This adaptive distinguisher can be applied to results from time-domain side channel analysis (e.g., EM analysis) or spatial analysis based on an embedded sensor array.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II details our model of HT infection and characterizes the passive and dynamic impacts of HTs on the supply voltage. Based on these results, Section III details the proposed methodology to detect HTs and potential counterfeits. Section IV describes the experimental results validating the proposed approach as well as the proposed variation model on a set of 24 FPGAs. Finally, the perspectives generated by our approach are discussed and a conclusion is given in Sections V and VI, respectively.

**II. HARDWARE TROJAN EMULATION AND IMPACTS**

The insertion of additional logic into an IC and therefore that of an HT modify its inner structure and thus the static distribution of \( V_{\text{dd}} \) in the power/ground networks even if this additional logic remains at rest. The first consequence of this constitutes the static effect of an HT insertion. As a second effect is that when activated, this malicious logic increases the dynamic power consumption depending on the number of switching bits. This is the dynamic effect of an HT insertion.
A. Measurement Setup

In order to precisely analyze the static and dynamic impacts of an HT insertion, a design was implemented on a Xilinx Spartan-3E 1600E FPGA [21] using Xilinx tools. This design includes the following:

1) a finite-state machine (FSM);
2) a serial communication block (RS232) that handles the communication between the computer and the chip;
3) a network of 60 ROs.

The ROs are used as on-chip sensors to locally monitor the internal supply voltage across the IC’s surface. The FSM and the RS232 are placed far enough from the ROs so as not to influence them. The floorplan of the resulting design is shown in Fig. 2. One could observe that the 60 ROs form a $6 \times 10$ matrix. This placement was adopted to allow a spatial analysis of the static and dynamic impacts of an HT on the inner distribution of $V_{dd}$. The 60 ROs have exactly the same design. They are composed of four inverters and of a NAND2 gate in order to enable/disable each RO separately. The oscillation period ($T_i$) of ROs $i$ is around 150 MHz ($6.667$ ns) depending on the local quality of the process.

To improve the quality of the measurement of the oscillation frequency (done through an output pin of the FPGA), each RO is connected to a clock divider that allows a cleaner measurement of $T_i/2$ and hence $T_i$. These measurements are done on several boards, the mean value $T_i$ and the standard deviation $\sigma_{T_i}$ of each RO. Fig. 3 illustrates the precision of our measurements. It gives the 60 standard deviations obtained on two boards. As shown, $\sigma_{T_i}$ values range between 12.2 and 13.4 ps.

C. Hardware Trojan Implementation

To emulate an HT, a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) was placed all around the RO27 as shown in Fig. 12. This LFSR was designed in order to be able to control its word size that ranges between 4 and 64 bits. This was done to mimic a dynamic impact equivalent to the flipping of 2, 8, 16, and 32 D flip-flops (DFFs) (bits). Moreover, the LFSR was clock gated in order to be able to only observe the impact of the additional leaves of the clock tree on the IC behavior, i.e., while there is no switching activity of the LFSR itself.

With such features, this LFSR thus allows us to simulate the dynamic impact of any sequential HT as well as the static effect of any combinational or sequential HT. Of course, such a structure does not cover all potential HTs that an adversary can imagine, but at least all those made up of additional logic gates.

D. Dynamic Impact of an HT

Fig. 4 shows the difference (with and without activity), $\Delta T_i$, between the periods of the 60 ROs with respect to the amplitude of the parasitic (LFSR) switching activity. The periods linearly increase with the number of switching bits in the LFSR. However, among those 60 curves, the red one in Fig. 4 shows a specific and unexplained behavior. It corresponds to the $\Delta T_{27}$ observed for RO27, which is located inside the LFSR.

The observed increase ranges between 0 and 7 ps for most ROs. This corresponds to only 0.048% of $T_i$. This value is
a very small compared with the effect of process variations, even intradie ones, whose effect can reach 500 ps on these boards.

E. Spatial Spread of the Dynamic Impact

In order to analyze what happens on RO’s period regarding the distance from the parasitic switching activity, the spatial distribution of the dynamic impact was also characterized. To that end, the LFSR, configured to work with 64-bit words, was mapped around RO27 placed at \((X, Y) = (3, 4)\). Then all \(\Delta T_i\) were measured. This was done for several boards.

Fig. 5 shows two cartographies of \(\Delta T_i\) obtained with two different Spartan3E-1600 devices. Each point on these cartographies is an RO with 24 slices between two ROs. It was estimated that each slice has a height equal to \(\sim 120 \mu m\) according to the number of slices (along \(X\) and \(Y\)) embedded in these devices and to the device dimensions (measured using X-rays without removal of the package).

Fig. 5 shows that the parasitic switching activity induces an increase of RO27 period of 5 ps. This value is the minimal one over the whole IC’s surface for both cartographies. This is a surprising and unexplained result. Indeed, the RO27 is surrounded by the LFSR and one would have expected a maximal dynamic impact at this location. This latter, 8 ps is rather observed for the ROs really close to RO27, while for the furthest ones, the period increase is equal to 6 ps.

Nevertheless, these results also suggest that the effect of the switching of 32 DFFs on the frequencies is extremely small for the ROs (5 ps) furthest from the parasitic switching activity compared with that of the closest ones (8 ps). Thus, one may conclude that the induced voltage perturbation is global and with a very small amplitude. This is reassuring since these results reflect the fact that the power/ground networks are designed to be as little resistive as possible in order to avoid the occurrence of important voltage drops that can compromise the timing constraints.

Another interesting point highlighted by these experimental results is that the influence of the parasitic switching activity on the periods (\(\Delta T_i\)) is relatively constant at a given distance from the parasitic activity. This means that its effect seems to be relatively independent of the intradie variations.

F. Static Impact of an HT

Until now, we studied the impact of the parasitic switching activity of an HT, i.e., we observed the effect on ROs of an LFSR that was mapped into the FPGA, according to the word size it manipulates. To characterize the static impact of an HT insertion, we measured the impact of its implementation itself, i.e., of the procedure of mapping or not the LFSR, the LFSR being at rest (clock off). We then measured the effect of activating or not the LFSR’s clock.

Fig. 6 shows the impact of integrating or not the LFSR on the RO period for two FPGA boards, while Fig. 7 shows the impact of activating or not the LFSR.

As shown in Fig. 7, activating the 64-bits LFSR induces a global increase of \(T_i\) of 5 ps and a local increase (only the infection point is affected) of 9 ps. This is coherent with what was previously observed.

Fig. 6 shows that the LFSR implementation has a global static impact of 20 ps and a static impact of 150 ps at the infection’s location. The implementation of the HT is therefore the main source of modification in the \(V_{dd}\) distribution within the IC, but its impact is very local. Indeed, only the behavior of one RO has been strongly modified by the implementation.

As shown in Fig. 7, activating the 64-bits LFSR induces a global increase of \(T_i\) of 5 ps and a local increase (only the infection point is affected) of 9 ps. This is coherent with what was previously observed.

Fig. 6 shows that the LFSR implementation has a global static impact of 20 ps and a static impact of 150 ps at the infection’s location. The implementation of the HT is therefore the main source of modification in the \(V_{dd}\) distribution within the IC, but its impact is very local. Indeed, only the behavior of one RO has been strongly modified by the implementation.

This is an important result. Indeed, it suggests that implementing an HT induces significant modifications of the local characteristics of the power/ground networks (\(R, C\), and local static current), modifications that could result in a modification of the local \(V_{dd}\) value and thus of timing performances of the surrounding logic. In addition, these results suggest that transient switching currents have less impact at a clock
frequency of 50 MHz. This latter observation should be confirmed for higher clock frequencies. These observations are the basis of the detection methodology introduced in this paper.

G. Process Variations

After having studied the static impact of an HT implementation and that of its parasitic switching activity, the influence of the process variations on the RO periods was studied.

The classical model of process variations classifies them into two categories: interdie variations and intradie variations. The interdie variations are the differences in terms of process quality between ICs and thus between their performance. Intradie variations denote the physical and electrical differences between elementary structures (interconnects, transistors, and so on) within a same circuit.

We estimated the impact of interdie and intradie variations from our lot of 24 FPGA boards. Fig. 8 gives the periods of the 60 ROs for two different boards. Therefore, it simultaneously shows the impacts of interdie and intradie variations. One can observe that there are significant interdie variations. In this case, they are responsible of changes of more than 500 ps between the two ICs. It also indicates that intradie variations are responsible for changes larger than 200 ps within each IC.

Fig. 9 gathers two maps giving the oscillation period of each RO for the two considered boards. A link between the location of an RO over the IC surface and its oscillation period clearly appears. This link could be explained by the impact of the power grid, i.e., on how the IC is designed. However, process variations have a larger impact. Indeed, the drawing of the two cumulative density distributions of the period and Fig. 8 show that they are nearly fully disjointed.

H. Discussion

In the preceding paragraphs, the characterization results have indicated the importance of the power/ground distribution. First, these experimental results have suggested that the main impact of an HT insertion is a local and static alteration of $V_{dd}$. Second, during the characterization of the impact of process variations, it has been observed that the placement of the RO with respect to the power/ground distribution could have an impact on their performance. All these observations encouraged us to finely analyze the impact of an HT insertion on the inner $V_{dd}$ distribution.

1) IR Drop Cartographies: In order to sketch cartographies of the inner $V_{dd}$, in the presence or not of an HT, we characterized the sensitivity of the oscillation frequency to $V_{dd}$ (the supply voltage value) of each RO in the design. This was done with a dc power supply for a voltage range of [1.19 V, 1.21 V], considering that the circuit’s nominal voltage supply is 1.2 V.

As expected, it has been found that the period decreases linearly with $V_{dd}$ on this small voltage range. From there, we applied a linear regression on the results from each RO to obtain the function $T_i = f(V_{dd})$ for each RO. It was found that $(\Delta F/\Delta V_{dd})$ is nearly the same for all the RO and equal to $(-1.2 \cdot ps mV^{-1})$. From there, we translate all formerly observed oscillation period changes into voltage drops.

Fig. 10 gives, for two FPGA boards, the maps of the $V_{dd}$ drops induced by the activation of an implemented LFSR (working with words of 64 bits). It shows that the maximum voltage drop induced by the LFSR switching activity appears around the LFSR location. At this location, the voltage drop reaches 0.66 mV. This voltage drop propagates while decreasing to reach 0.54 mV at the farthest locations from the infection. As expected, these IR drop values are far below the values considered during design stages that follow a corner-based approach, $V_{dd}$ corners being usually set to $\pm 10\%$ of the nominal $V_{dd}$ value (here 1.2 V).

Fig. 11 shows, for two different devices, the voltage drops created by the implementation itself of the LFSR. A global drop of 1 mV appears as well as a really local drop of 12 mV. This confirms that the implementation has a significant impact on the inner supply voltage of the IC. This impact is 20 times larger than the impact of the LFSR activation, i.e., 20 times larger than the impact of the LFSR switching
activity. We obtained similar maps for the two boards showing that the phenomenon is relatively independent of process variations.

2) Influence of the Design: The previous results show that an HT insertion modifies the $V_{dd}$ distribution in the IC. At the same time, Fig. 8 indicates that the IC floorplan and thus the way the supply is distributed have an impact on RO performances and more generally on CMOS logic performances. In order to better understand and quantify the design influence on the voltage distribution and thus on CMOS logic performances, we implemented in two different ways the same design into our FPGAs.

More precisely, two different sets of place and route constraints were adopted to integrate an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) as illustrated in Fig. 12. The AES used is a hardware implementation of the NIST encryption standard specified in [22]. The design also embeds an LFSR to emulate an HT. This LFSR is clocked with a clock net of an AES register. Figs. 13 and 14 show the voltage drops induced by the two implementations of this design. The two maps allow redrawing the floorplan of the design under the RO matrix, as the ROs located in the implemented area are deeply impacted with an impact that goes locally over 80 mV. We also observe a global impact of 30 mV. Despite these observations, the main result is that the voltage distribution significantly depends on how the design is physically implemented.

At this stage of this paper, we can now assume with a high level of confidence that the insertion of an HT modifies the distribution of the supply of an IC at rest. Of course, the amplitude of the related modification depends of the size of the HT and could be really small. This assumption constitutes the basis of the HT detection method described in the next section.

III. DETECTION METHOD

This section describes a method for detecting HTs and rough counterfeits. It is based on the results of the previous section and on three contributions with respect to the state of the art:  
1) a new infection paradigm;  
2) a model of CMOS logic performance variations at design level;  
3) a novel distinguisher for the decision making, i.e., to determine if an IC is genuine, counterfeited, or infected.

A. Features of Infected Circuits or Counterfeits

Many methods have been proposed to detect HTs. Among them, a large majority aims at detecting the parasitic switching activity generated by their trigger. However, as shown in the previous section, this parasitic switching activity is not the only measurable trace left by HTs. Another one is the alteration of the inner structure of the IC. For example, the HT insertion modifies the local and global capacitance and resistance of the power and ground networks. This modification induces a different current flow in the IC and thus a different static or dynamic voltage distribution (static or dynamic voltage drops).
Based on the taxonomy given in [4], the considered counterfeits are specific cases of recycled or remarked components. These counterfeits are characterized by a different physical structure (remarked IC) or different electrical characteristics due to the aging effect (reused ICs) and therefore by a different repartition of $V_{dd}$ across the IC.

**B. Principle of HT and Counterfeit Detection**

Our detection method is based on a simple principle: the fingerprinting of the static supply voltage distribution over the whole surface of ICs at rest (i.e., just powered ON with the clock active). In order to do this, a network of sensors is uniformly spread over the whole IC surface to get a cartography of the $V_{dd}$ with the clock active. In order to do this, a network of ROs as the ones considered in Section II are used. Given that the frequency $f$ of an RO is sensitive to the local $V_{dd}$ value, the distribution of $f$ across the IC surface, in the absence of any process variation, is a direct picture of the $V_{dd}$ distribution. Hence, in our approach, we have to get rid of the effect of intradie and interdie process variations. With such an approach, we shall be able to mitigate risks linked to the introduction of HTs at the manufacturing stage.

**C. Process Variation Model and Performance**

**Variation Model of CMOS Structures**

Given $p$, an inherent parameter of the fabrication technology, the impact of the process variations is generally described as follows:

$$ p = \bar{p} + \Delta p_{\text{inter}} + \Delta p_{\text{intra}} $$

with $\bar{p}$ being the mean (or typical) value of the parameter on a whole lot of a production, $\Delta p_{\text{inter}} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\text{inter}}^2)$ the effect of the interdie variations assumed normal, and $\Delta p_{\text{intra}} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\text{intra}}^2)$ the impact of the intradie process variations also assumed normal.

This process variation model is well known and widely adopted to simulate the effect of process variations on the parameter $p$ of an IC (a transistor parameter, a resistance, a pn junction, etc.). However, the extraction of the standard deviation values $\sigma_{\text{intra}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{inter}}$ is generally performed on dedicated ICs (regular arrays of MOS transistors [23] or SRAM cells [24]), which are quite uniform relative to their physical structures and under controlled voltage and temperature. Thus, this process variation model does not take into account the impact of the physical structure of ICs (power supply routing, local transistor density, etc.) on the CMOS gate performance or on that of an embedded sensor, which, of course, depends on all process variations through (1). Hence, in our case, we shall use the following variation model for the output values $T(x_i, y_i)$ of a sensor $i$ located at $(x_i, y_i)$ in the IC:

$$ T(x_i, y_i) = \bar{T} + \Delta T_{\text{inter}} + \Delta T_{\text{intra}} + \Delta T(x_i, y_i) $$

where $\Delta T(x, y)$ is a deterministic value that depends on the position of the sensor in the IC and that models the impact of the IC structure on the sensor performance. To ease the reading, $T(x_i, y_i)$ and $\Delta T(x_i, y_i)$ shall be denoted by (since the beginning of this paper) $T_i$ and $\Delta T_i$, respectively. This temporal notation was adopted to emphasize that the variation model considered in this paper is a spatial model.

It should be noted that this deterministic term must be considered as time varying when dealing with an operating circuit because the power consumption varies with its activity. Here, for sake of simplicity, this dependence is omitted since we aim at fingerprinting the $V_{dd}$ distribution of ICs at rest.

**D. Fingerprinting the IC’s Structure**

Considering the variation model given by 2, fingerprinting the structure of a design featuring a network of $q$ sensors regularly spread on its surface is relatively simple for the same manufacturing lot of ICs. The $q$ values of $\Delta T_i$ are calculated by averaging the impact of the process variations on $m_{\text{lot}}$ devices of the same lot

$$ \Delta T_i = \frac{1}{m_{\text{lot}}} \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{m_{\text{lot}}} T_{ij} - \bar{T} = \frac{1}{m_{\text{lot}}} \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{m_{\text{lot}}} \Delta T_{ij} $$

$$ \sigma_{\Delta T_i} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m_{\text{lot}}} \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{m_{\text{lot}}} (\Delta T_{ij} - \bar{T})^2} $$

where $T_{ij}^j$ is the measurement of the output of the sensor $i$ of the device $j \in [1, \ldots, m_{\text{lot}}]$ of the considered lot.

With these notations, the vector $S^{\text{Design}}$ can be defined as follows:

$$ S^{\text{Design}} = [\Delta T_1, \ldots, \Delta T_q, \bar{T}, \sigma_{\Delta T_1}, \ldots, \sigma_{\Delta T_q}] $$

where $S^{\text{Design}}$ represents the fingerprint of the physical structure of an IC called “design” and is by construction independent of the process variations. This fingerprint is the base of the HT and counterfeit detection methods proposed later in this section.

In the case of this paper, the fingerprint is based on a network of $q$ sensors. However, it can be generalized to off-chip measurements such as EM emanation analysis of ICs. In this case, we note $M^j$ (7) the set of the $q$ values (samples) provided by a DSO during an EM analysis of the $j$th IC. As a result, we obtain one vector $M^j$ for each IC and then one set of vectors by lot

$$ M^j = [m^j_1, \ldots, m^j_1, \ldots, m^j_q]. $$

By replacing $T_{ij}^j$ by $m^j_i$ in (3) and (4), $S^{\text{Design}}$ is now defined as

$$ S^{\text{Design}} = [\Delta M_1, \ldots, \Delta M_q, \sigma_{\Delta M_1}, \ldots, \sigma_{\Delta M_q}]. $$
E. Detection Methodology

The starting point of our methodology is the addition of a network of sensors sensitive to \( V_{ld} \). Those sensors are placed so as to cover the whole IC surface. The granularity, i.e., the distance between two sensors, is chosen by designers depending on the tradeoff between detection capabilities and costs.

When the first run or the test run (which are less likely to be infected, as this run is dedicated to the characterization that allows HT detection) is received, the integrity of some devices is verified to qualify the whole lot. This could be done by applying or using optical means [25]. Once the first production lot is qualified, the signature (6) of the design is calculated using (3) and (4). This fingerprint constitutes the reference fingerprint for the considered design. It should be noted that if large design modifications have been done between the test run and the first production lot, the latter should be qualified HT free using reverse engineering methods. The designer will then usually order other runs (production runs) from the same foundry or from another one that offers the same technology node. Once those new production lots are received, their corresponding fingerprints are calculated and are compared with the reference one to verify that the newly received lots have not been corrupted.

In the same way, at some (later) points in time, the designer can have “field returns,” which could contain counterfeits. Despite the hard problem of aging, with the reference fingerprint, some preliminary tests can be done to check the origin of these devices before the application of expensive, complex, and destructive reverse engineering methods. To do that, the designer extracts the fingerprint of the suspected device and compares it with the reference fingerprint to finally get a probability that the device has been recently fabricated and is genuine. If the probability is too low, complementary analyses (like reverse engineering) can be applied.

The above procedures require the comparison of the reference fingerprint with that of a new production lot in order to detect the eventual presence of an HT (case 1). The procedures also require the comparison of the reference fingerprint \( S_{\text{REF}} \) with the fingerprint of a single device in order to detect counterfeits (case 2).

1) Case 1 (HT Detection): When the integrity of a new lot of devices has to be checked, the first step is to calculate its fingerprint \( S_{\text{NewRun}} \). Since this signature shall be calculated using a high number of devices (>100), the estimate of means can be considered as reliable. It is therefore possible to apply a statistical test working on the means such as the T-test and more precisely on Welch’s test

\[
W_i = \frac{\bar{S}_i - \bar{S}_{\text{NewRun}}}{
\sqrt{\frac{\text{Var}(\bar{S}_i)}{m_i} + \frac{\text{Var}(\bar{S}_{\text{NewRun}})}{m_{\text{NewRun}}}}
\]

(9)

where \( W \) is the vector composed of the \( q \) T-values

\[
W = [w_1, \ldots, w_k, \ldots, w_q].
\]

(10)

If a value of \( W \) is over the critical value, the lot is considered infected.

2) Case 2 (Counterfeit Detection): The case of a suspected “field return” is more difficult to treat because the suspected device could be a genuine but old circuit whose characteristics have been modified by the aging process. In the latter case, the aging may have altered its signature so that it cannot be recognized as genuine using the proposed technique. Therefore, in this case, the proposed procedure only allows declaring a suspected device as genuine if its fingerprint matches with the reference one. However, it does not allow declaring the device as a counterfeit if its fingerprint does not match. Further tests are necessary to prove that it is effectively a counterfeit.

The proposed technique thus works in that case as an authentication technique. However, there is room for enhancements allowing one to take into account aging process in the procedure. A starting point could be to collect reference fingerprints of aged circuits.

Treating “field returns” is also more difficult because the fingerprint described so far for HT detection cannot be calculated on a single device. Indeed, we only have at disposal the T-suspected \( T_i \) of the considered device. In this case, we first calculate the difference \( T_i \) suspected \(-\)T-suspected \( T_i \) that is done for mitigating the impact of interdie variations (which have, among all variations, the greatest impact on the RO performance) and that of temperature. This step can thus be viewed as a process centering. This has done the probabilities that all \( T_i \) suspected \(-\)T-suspected values come from the normal distributions below are computed. To that end, the probabilities for all sensors are combined (a multinormal distribution is defined with all \( \sigma_{\Delta T}^2 \)) to obtain the probability that the considered device is a genuine one

\[
N(0, (\bar{\rho}_{q+k})^2) = N(0, \sigma^2_{\Delta T}).
\]

(11)

This is a way to decide if the remaining intradie process variations could explain or not the observed differences between the first part of the reference signature and the RO performances of the suspected IC. If this is the case, it is really unlikely that the device is a counterfeit. If this is not the case, it could be a counterfeit, but additional tests are mandatory because of the aging effect.

F. Adaptive T-Test

The T-test is a statistical test that allows deciding if two distributions have the same mean or not. The null hypothesis, the equality of the means, is rejected if the T-value is above a critical value, \( t_{\text{critic}} \). Usually, \( t_{\text{critic}} \) is chosen by the user by setting the p-value (\( \alpha \)). Generally, an \( \alpha \) of 0.05 is chosen. This means that a false positive rate of 5% is accepted. In practice, rejecting the null hypothesis is equivalent to declare the IC lot infected. Thus, setting the \( \alpha \) to 5% means that we accept to throw to the bin 5% of noninfected lots. In a context of production, this is huge. On the other hand, choosing a lower p-value resumes in lowering the detection capability and thus accepting to have a significant probability to let infected ICs or lots pass the test.

To overcome this problem, we propose an adaptive solution to set \( t_{\text{critic}} \). The idea is to consider that an HT alters the T-values of only a minority of T-tests because stealthy HTs have reduced temporal and/or spatial impacts on
IC behavior. Indeed, depending on the source of information, the values can be considered related to a spatial location or related to a temporal point. Thus, if the sensor array (or the EM traces) features a sufficiently large number of sensors (or time samples), only a few of them will be affected by the presence of an HT. As a result, we do assume that if many T-tests are applied to compare two signatures, most of them must pass the test. Therefore, we propose to compute $t_{\text{critic}}$ as follows. The calculus of $t_{\text{critic}}$ starts by the one of $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$, the critical T-value associated to the k-th sensor or sample

$$t_{\text{critic}(-k)} = W_{(-k)} + \delta \cdot \sigma_{(-k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where the $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ is the sum of two terms: the mean $W_{(-k)}$ given (13) and the standard deviation $\sigma_{(-k)}$ given (14). The parameter $\delta$ is the threshold that has to be adapted to the measurement source; this point will be discussed later

$$W_{(-k)} = \frac{1}{q-1} \sum_{i \neq k} q \mid w_i \mid$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$\sigma_{(-k)} = \frac{1}{q-1} \sum_{i \neq k} (w_i - W_{(-k)})^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

As shown 13, $w_k$ is rejected from the calculation of $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ because it must not be taken into account for a proper setting of $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$. Indeed, if an HT impacts the k-th sensor (alas the k-th sample), the k-th T-value, $w_k$, could become really large. As a result, taking it into account the calculus of $W_{(-k)}$ and $\sigma_{(-k)}$ with respect to the case in which the k-th sensor is not impacted by an HT.

After the computation of the $q$ $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ values, one can finally obtain $t_{\text{critic}}$ by picking up the minimal $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ value

$$t_{\text{critic}} = \operatorname{arg min}_{k=1,\ldots,q} \{t_{\text{critic}(-k)}\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

As for an illustration, Fig. 15 shows all $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ values and $t_{\text{critic}}$ in the case of an infection around RO48. The green curve corresponds to the vector $W$ obtained by comparing an infected lot (IL) with a genuine one through a network of 60 sensors. It shows that the T-value, $w_{48}$, is significantly higher than all other values. The blue dotted curve represents the 60 $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ values computed with $\delta = 3$. As one can observe, the minimal $t_{\text{critic}(-k)}$ value is obtained when $k = 48$, and thus $t_{\text{critic}} = t_{\text{critic}(-48)}$.

With such a definition of $t_{\text{critic}}$, we are now able to adaptively set a decision making threshold for detecting HT despite the influence of process variations and measurement noise.

![Image](image1.png)

**Fig. 15.** Adaptive $t_{\text{critic}}$ value.

### IV. Experimental Results

#### A. Experimental Setup

The measurement setup is similar to the setup presented in Section II. On each Spartan-3E-1600 FPGA, a 128-bit-key AES, an RS232 communication block and an FSM have been placed and routed. An array of 60 ROs has been added to the design. Each RO is coupled with a clock divider by two so as to be able to measure the 60 frequencies on an IO pad through a multiplexer. The area overhead incurred by the addition of our on-chip detection hardware is about 3.2% of the FPGA resources. The frequency measurements are performed with an oscilloscope from Lecroy featuring a 4-GHz bandwidth and a 40-Gsamples/s sampling rate.

In order to obtain accurate measurements (accuracy of $\pm 0.025$ ps), each frequency estimation is done by measuring the duration equivalent to 100 periods and by repeating this experiment 100 times to obtain a mean value of each RO period: $T_j$. During these measurements, the IC is kept inactive, i.e., just powered on and with the clock running.

The time spent to measure the 60 values $T_i$ on a board is lower than 2 min, which is short enough to consider the temperature as constant in our laboratory (equipped with air conditioning) environment. The key point is to ensure a constant temperature during the fingerprint extraction of each lot so as to limit the impact of temperature variations on the fingerprint. However, keeping the temperature identical to extract the signature of all considered lots is not a tight constraint. Indeed, during the computation of each fingerprint, the first step is to center the $T_i$ distributions. This results in suppressing the global shift of all $T_i$ with temperature, provided the latter is kept constant during the fingerprint extraction of each lot. Of course, despite this observation, it remains preferable to control temperature and work in a controlled environment. In order to guarantee a good stability of the supply voltage, the FPGA is powered by a stabilized dc supply source with an accuracy of 0.05%.

To emulate the effect of an HT, a 64-bit LFSR is used. It occupies an area of 48 slices, which represents 0.32% of the FPGA’s surface and 2.7% of the AES. Note that the AES alone is mapped onto 1778 slices. The LFSR is clocked at 50 MHz by taking the clock input of a DFF of the AES. This HT can therefore be considered as a sequential HT.

To emulate counterfeits, several constrained place and route steps of the design are performed. Three different floorplans of the same HDL code (three leftmost pictures) have been implemented. One of them (Design 1) is considered as the original/genuine design and the other two (Designs 2 and 3) are considered as counterfeits.

#### B. Validation of the On-Chip Detection

1) Counterfeit Detection: In Section III, we introduced a variation model of CMOS logic performance and thus of our sensors. This novel model introduces a deterministic term that expresses the impact of the design structure on the sensor performance and particularly the impact of the power distribution. For this novel model being the base of the proposed detection method, we start by evaluating its relevance.
To show that our method can determine whether a suspected IC is a counterfeit or not (compared with a reference lot) using our model, we implemented different designs, functionally equivalent but with different place and route constraints. The frequencies of the 60 ROs from the first design have been measured on 15 ICs. Then, the frequencies of the 60 ROs from the second design have been measured on one IC. Fig. 16 shows the complete fingerprint (calculated from 15 devices) of the design 1 (dark curve), i.e., the values $\Delta T_i \pm \sigma\triangleleft T_i$, and the fingerprint of a suspected device (dotted line). In this case, there is visually no doubt that the considered device is a counterfeit. For example, the ROs 30, 39, and 40 are out of the $\pm 3 \cdot \sigma\triangleleft T_i$, measured on the reference lot. This result validates the proposed technique to detect rough counterfeits and thus the considered variation model.

2) HT Detection: The detection method of an IL is similar to that of a counterfeit lot, although the alteration of the physical structure is expected to be significantly smaller and localized. Fig. 17 shows the results obtained by applying the T-test (lower picture) in order to verify the integrity of lots localized. Fig. 17 shows the results obtained by applying the T-test (lower picture) in order to verify the integrity of lots localized. For this purpose, the LFSR is clocked by the global clock and synchronized with the eighth round of the AES. Thus, the LFSR has a switching activity one clock cycle during each encryption. It was placed in the AES as it should be the worst case due to the influence of the AES activity.

1) Distinguisher Adaptation: In the previous case, we considered that only one sensor was impacted by the HT. Actually, the higher the resolution of the measurement technique is, the larger the number of impacted samples will be. Thus, we need to consider excluding several samples instead of only one. Given $r$ the number of samples excluded, (13) and (14) are modified as follows:

$$W_{(-k)} = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \quad (16)$$

$$\sigma_{(-k)} = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (w_i - W_{(-k)})^2 \quad (17)$$

To determine the size of the exclusion window, two parameters have to be taken into account: 1) the impact of the HT on our measurements in terms of surface (also duration) for a spatial (also temporal) analysis and 2) the resolution (spatial or temporal) of the measurement setup. Using these two parameters, we can determine the maximum number of impacted samples in the vector $M$ and determine the exclusion window $r$.

Having the clock period of the IC under EM analysis being equal to 20 ns and the sampling rate of the oscilloscope being equal to 40 Gsamples/s (25 ps a sample), the duration of the exclusion window could be set to (50 ns/25 ps) = 2000 samples if one aims at verifying the integrity of the DUT with a resolution of roughly a clock cycle. This is because the impact of an electrical activity of duration equal to one clock cycle can last more than one clock period. It should be observed that setting $r$ to a too low value could lead to enlarging $t_{\text{critical}}$ and thus increasing the false negative rate. On the other hand, taking a too large window has no real influence on $t_{\text{critical}}$ as long as the number of remaining samples allows accurately during AES encryptions. For each IC, 10000 traces were acquired in order to reduce measurement noise by averaging. A set of 100'000 random plaintexts has been generated and applied identically for each IC characterization. The traces from each IC needed to be resynchronized with the traces from the other boards. To that end, the EM peaks related to the execution of the AES rounds were considered as time references. Each acquisition lasted 250 ns, and the obtained traces were composed of 10000 samples, and thus $M$ was made up of $q = 10000$ values; this is extremely large compared with the case of the 60 embedded sensors.

In a similar way to the previous case, a 64-bit LFSR was used to emulate the effect of an HT. Contrary to the previous case, we did not look for the passive and continuous impact of the HT on the measurements. This is impossible with EM measurements that reveal variations of the current flowing in ICs. This setup was thus elaborated in order to detect the switching activity of HTs that have a limited impact in time. For this purpose, the LFSR is clocked by the global clock and synchronized with the eighth round of the AES. It was placed in the AES as it should be the worst case due to the influence of the AES activity.

C. Validation of the Off-Chip Detection Technique

For the off-chip detection validation, the experimental setup is similar to the previous one, except that the measurements were done while the ICs were operating, and more precisely

![Fig. 16. S\text{Design1} and signature of a counterfeit.](image1)

![Fig. 17. T-test between the fingerprints of 15 infected and 15 genuine devices with the signature of the 15 reference devices.](image2)
computing the mean and the standard deviation involved in the previous equations.

2) Results: Fig. 18 gives the T-values obtained when considering EM measurements. The green curve corresponds to the vector $W$ obtained by comparing the reference lot with a genuine one. The red curve corresponds to the vector $W$ obtained by comparing the reference lot with an IL. As expected, the two curves are superposed over the large part of the vector. However, from sample 6300 to sample 8200, the two curves are significantly different. The HT is therefore detected. As a result, an exclusion window of 2000 points seems appropriate to detect an HT that is operating only during one clock cycle. The dotted curves in Fig. 18 correspond to the previous equations.

D. Success Rate

One may question on the efficiency of the proposed distinguisher, which is highly dependent on the number of ICs in each lot. To ease this efficiency analysis of our detection technique and of other solutions, we introduced herein the idea of success rate (SR). The SR is defined with regard to the number of ICs contained in each lot. More precisely, the SR is the percentage of ILs classified as infected (true positives) minus the percentage of GLs classified as infected (false positives)

$$SR = \frac{# \text{ IL} > \text{infected}}{# \text{ IL}} - \frac{# \text{ GL} > \text{infected}}{# \text{ GL}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

During our efficiency analysis, we did consider the reference lot and lots under test of the same size. Actually, 19 FPGA boards were used to treat infected lots and GLs. To compute the SR for a given lot size and noted $l$, $l$ boards were randomly drawn to build the reference lot and $l$ boards were randomly drawn to create tested lots. The draw was done in a way that minimizes the intersection between the two sets of boards. Therefore, there is no intersection for $l < 10$ and the ICs are not fully independent for $l \geq 10$. Thus, the impact of the process variation on the result decreases faster with the lot size than if fully independent lots were used.

For each draw, the adaptive T-test was applied twice between the two lots according to the two considered cases. In the first case, the reference lot and the tested lots are GLs (without LFSR/HT). This case allowed computing the false positive rate. In the second case, the reference lot is of course a GL, while the tested lots are ILs. This allowed computing the true positive rate. 500 draws were done by the lot size.

![Fig. 18. T-test between the fingerprints of 15 infected and 15 genuine devices with the signature of the 15 reference devices when considering the EM measurements.](image)

Fig. 18. T-test between the fingerprints of 15 infected and 15 genuine devices with the signature of the 15 reference devices when considering the EM measurements.

![Fig. 19. SR obtained with the embedded sensor approach (spatial detection method): the case of a 64-bit HT.](image)

Fig. 19. SR obtained with the embedded sensor approach (spatial detection method): the case of a 64-bit HT.

![Fig. 20. SR obtained with the embedded sensor approach (spatial detection method): the case of a 32-bit HT.](image)

Fig. 20. SR obtained with the embedded sensor approach (spatial detection method): the case of a 32-bit HT.

E. Success Rate With Embedded Sensors

Fig. 19 shows the evolution of the SR with regard to the lot size, for a 64-bit HT. The dotted curve in Fig. 19 represents the SR obtained with the T-test with the p-value set to the classical 5%. The other curves represent the SR obtained with different values of $\delta$ used to determine $t_{\text{critic}}$.

As shown, the results significantly change with $\delta$. If the value is too low, the false positive rate (the second term of 18) increases and the SR does not reach 100% (with $\delta = 3$, it never exceeds 80%) because of some fluctuations due to process variations or measurement noises leading to T-values (outliers) exceeding $t_{\text{critic}}$.

In the contrary case, if $\delta$ is too high, the distinguisher accepts most of the infected ICs as genuine. As a result, the true positive rate (the first term of 18) decreases toward 0. In our example, Fig. 19, this does not occur since we reach 100% of success with the highest threshold $\delta = 6$.

We also analyzed the impact of the HT size (in bits) on the SR evolution. Figs. 19–22 give the obtained SR for infections by 64-, 32-, 16-, and 8-bit LFSRs, respectively. As expected, it appears that the SR decreases with the HT size. For the smallest HT, the SR never reaches 100% even if it remains high (>80% for $\delta = 4$) when using the adaptive distinguisher.

However, observing Figs. 19–22 discloses a shift of the SR curves to the right as the HT size decreases. This means that the lot size needed to obtain a high SR grows as the HT size decreases. For HT sizes of 8 and 16 bits, we do not have lots enough large to obtain an SR of 100%. However, as the curves corresponding to 8- and 16-bit infection and the curves corresponding to 32- and 64-bit infections have the same shape, it seems that larger lots would allow distinguishing the infection through process variations with a higher SR.

In addition to this observation, one may observe that the classic T-test provides similar SR values for 64-bit and 32-bit infections than with our adaptive technique.
TABLE I
T-STATISTIC WITH RESPECT TO THE LFSR SIZE AND DISTANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>8 bits</th>
<th>16 bits</th>
<th>32 bits</th>
<th>64 bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_{crit}$</td>
<td>$t_{max}$</td>
<td>$t_{argmax}$</td>
<td>$t_{crit}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y+2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y+4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 21. SR obtained with the embedded sensor approach (spatial detection method): the case of a 16-bit HT.

Fig. 22. SR obtained with the embedded sensor approach (spatial detection method): the case of an 8-bit HT.

Fig. 23. SR obtained with EM analysis (time-domain detection method): the case of a 64-bit HT.

However, the SR remains below 20% for 16- and 8-bit infections using this classical approach, while it is higher than (>80% for $\delta = 4$) with the adaptive distinguisher. This shows that our distinguisher is relevant for both large and small (stealthy) infections.

Finally, regarding the impact of the thresholds, $\delta = 4$ appears to be a good choice to optimize the false positive and the false negative rates with a minimal lot size. However, the differences observed between the SR values obtained with the different $\delta$ values are moderate.

F. Success Rate With EM Analysis

Fig. 23 shows the evolutions of the SR with respect to the lot size when EM analysis is preferred to the embedded approach. Each curve represents the SR obtained with a different value for $\delta$. The dotted curve in Fig. 23 represents the SR obtained with the classical T-test, i.e., $\alpha$ equal to 5%. In the same way as in the previous experiments, it has been observed that the choice of threshold fixes the SR evolution by changing the false positive and the true positive rates.

However, these results are significantly different from those obtained with embedded sensors. Indeed, one may observe that with $\delta = 3$, the SR does not exceed 50%. This means that we are highly impacted by false positives. This is may be due to a higher measurement noise in EM traces or to realignment errors. Fig. 23 also shows that $\delta = 6$ seems to be a valid choice for EM measurements as it offers the best SR for all lot sizes. One may also observe that the classic T-test ($\alpha = 5\%$) allows obtaining a similar SR than with $\delta = 6$ and that both tests allow reaching 98% of SR within the available lot sizes in the case of a 64-bit HT. However, because we did not succeed in achieving high enough SR values for smaller HTs, it appears that EM analysis seems less efficient than an embedded-sensor-based detection technique. Nevertheless, this result confirms that the adaptive T-test is also efficient when applied on off-chip EM measurements.

G. Impact of the HT Size and Distance to HT

In order to determine the density of sensors required to obtain a high coverage of the IC surface, the impact on the detection capability with respect to the distance separating the RO and the trojan was studied as well as the impact of the size (in bits) of the infection. We analyzed these two parameters by routing many designs with different LFSR locations. For each location, four different LFSR sizes were considered: 8, 16, 32 and 64 bits. The first considered LFSR location is that of an RO, where the distance measured in slices is thus equal to zero. The other locations correspond to shift of the LFSR to the left (or up) by two and four slices. These locations are denoted by $x-2$ and $x-4$ (also $y+2$ and $y+4$).

The detection results obtained with the T-test are given in Table I for an LFSR placed close to RO48. In Table I, $t_{max}$ is the greatest T-value (in absolute value) obtained over the 60 ROs, $t_{argmax}$ is the RO index for which $t_{max}$ is obtained, and $t_{critic}$ is the adaptive critical value computed with 15.

As shown, the obtained T-values quickly decrease with the size of the HT. More precisely, one may observe that as soon as the HT size becomes smaller than 32 bits and the HT is placed far from RO48, it becomes difficult to detect it. In such conditions, $t_{max}$ becomes lower than $t_{critic}$ and is not obtained for RO48. However, one may also observe that small HTs are still correctly detected when placed close to RO48. Considering these results, we may conclude that the range of detection of each RO is too narrow and that a significant
The detection capability of extended ROs showed that their detection range is insufficient to detect small HTs of around 21 ns when compact ROs have a period of 13 ns. These extended ROs have a greater detection range than those obtained with compact ROs, they are now detected using the extended ROs. Therefore, the design of RO have a significant influence on the spatial coverage for a given sensor density. It seems interesting to route RO so that they occupy a large area rather than route them on the smallest possible surface area.

II. Impact of the Surrounding Design

At this stage of this paper, nearly all reported experiments were performed with an array of embedded sensors and the HT far from the AES, i.e., without any immediate surrounding logic. One may wonder about the influence of surrounding logic on the detection capability. To get insight into this influence, Table III shows the T-values obtained for the extended RO, the closest from the infection, while the latter is outside, near, or inside the AES added to our test chip. For these three positions, the impact of the LFSR size in bits (8, 16, 32, and 64 bits) has also been studied. As shown, in all cases, T-values are greater than \( t_{\text{critic}} \) and thus the HT detected. From these results, we may suggest that the surrounding logic does not seem to have any significant impact on the detection capability of our detection technique.

V. Discussion

At this stage of this paper, we introduced and experimentally validated a technique to detect HT and rough counterfeits. The method works at a lot level and is based on the cartography, done with an array of sensors sensitive to \( V_{\text{dd}} \), of the static distribution of \( V_{\text{dd}} \) of ICs that are at rest (powered and the clock active). It aims at detecting changes in the \( V_{\text{dd}} \) distribution induced by the insertion of malicious additional logic. Because the fingerprinting is done on ICs at rest, one may expect to detect any type of HT whose insertion requires extra logic.

Regarding the size of HTs that can be detected, it clearly appears from the obtained results that it depends on the number of ICs in the reference and tested lots. With lots with only 19 devices, we were able to detect the insertion of an 8-bit LFSR used to emulate HTs after the rough optimization of RO used as sensors. One can expect detecting smaller HTs with larger lots. There is also room to increase the detection capability by designing sensor with a higher sensitivity to \( V_{\text{dd}} \) and a lower sensitivity to process variations than the basic ROs considered in this paper.

Concerning counterfeits, the proposed technique can be used to detect rough counterfeits characterized by a different floorplan or a different physical structure but functionally identical, namely, remarked ICs. More precisely, the proposed technique allows deciding if a suspected IC is identical to the reference ICs, but does not allow deciding if an IC is a counterfeit or not. Additional techniques should be employed to take this decision. This limitation is essentially due to the aging process of ICs that can induce changes in IC fingerprints. However, we believe there is room in developing experimental techniques or techniques based on aging models to derive the fingerprints of aged ICs to overcome this limitation.

VI. Conclusion

This paper first describes experiments conducted to quantify the impact of an HT insertion on an on-chip sensor network.
and on the behavior of a test chip. During these experiments, it has been observed that the static impact of an HT insertion itself is significantly greater than the dynamic impact associated with its switching activity.

Based on this observation, an efficient approach for detecting HT and rough counterfeits has been introduced. It is based on the monitoring of the static distribution of the supply voltage over an IC’s surface, but also on a new variation model of the performance of CMOS logic.

This model allows extracting IC signatures and more precisely design signatures by getting rid of process variation issues. The model and all related methods introduced in this paper have been successfully validated and characterized on a set of 24 FPGA boards.

In addition to the proposed detection methodology, an adaptive distinguisher has been introduced. It aims at improving the decision making thanks to an adaptive statistical threshold. The principle of the proposed distinguisher is to set the threshold by considering that HTs are compact in space and/or have a limited influence in time.
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